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Let there be light!
Academy lightboard sessions

Get ahead with our new course:
ACP System Performance

This two-day course equips you with the programming knowledge and skills needed to 
build Avaloq Web Banking 3.x Banklet™ applications using Angular, Material Design and 
Avaloq Web Banking components.

Register now

Register now

Pre-register

The aim of this course is to show you how to set up adapters, particularly trading-related 
adapters like FixBridge, OmgeoBridge, EurexBridge and SIX Telekurs. It explains the 
purpose of these adapters and gives you the information required for customization in 
ACP as well as the configuration needed on the container platform.

Register now

This course is designed for customization specialists working with graphical interfaces. It 
will introduce you to the functionality and customization of responsive forms and some 
closely related topics, such as presentation types. To enhance your learning experience, 
this course provides several demonstrations and practical examples.

Register now

Sign up now before slots run out!

In the tech world, we’re always hearing about how important 
performance is. At Academy, we fully understand this, which is 
why we’re offering a new course solely focused on just that. 
We’re working on a new edition of the ACP System 
Performance course, which will cover the following topics:

          •  Overview of ACP system performance
          •  Approaches to improve system performance
          •  System performance-related tools in ACP          •  System performance-related tools in ACP
          •  Interpreting system performance reports
          •  Best practices for performant customization

You can expect this course to be in our catalogue by December 
2023. But why not pre-register now using the link below?

According to Dr Richard Mayer’s dynamic drawing principle, people learn better from a video lecture 
when the onscreen instructor draws graphics on a board while lecturing rather than referring to already 
drawn graphics1. That’s why, in our constant pursuit of improvement, we have developed a new Academy 
training format that features onscreen instructors teaching while writing on a board. But not just any board 
– a lightboard!

If you’re as excited to see it in action as we are, we’ve piloted this new online learning format in our new 
course Community APIs lite. 

1. https://learningglass.eu/Mayer2020_5-ways-to-increase-the-effectiveness-of-instructional-video.pdf
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